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Report on GATE Awareness & Preparation Seminar
The seminar was organized on 6 July 2019 at 10:30 am in BVM Auditorium by Dr. H.J.
Chauhan (GATE Coordinator, BVM), GATE Team BVM & TEQIP-3 team to create awareness
and preparation regarding GATE Exams at respective departments, its importance in getting a
good college for pursuing masters and also for getting a secured Job in PSU(s).
Total of 120 students from 2nd, 3rd and 4th year of various departments – Civil, Mechanical,
Production, Electrical, Computer Programming, IT, EC and Electronics Engineering along with
their department coordinators actively took part in the seminar and gained knowledge about the
same.

Departmental coordinators and students attending the GATE seminar

The seminar started with host welcoming the Chief-Guest Mrs. Sejal Christian (Owner - GATE
Forum, V.V. Nagar and Vadodara) and their team. Dr. Indrajit Patel (Principal, BVM), Dr.
S.D.Dhiman (TEQIP-III coordinator) and Dr. H.J.Chauhan along with Mrs. Sejal took their
seats on the dias.
Dr. Indrajit Patel felicitated the Chief-Guest. Dr. H.J.Chauhan also gave a floral welcome to Dr.
Indrajit Patel and Dr. S.D.Dhiman.
Ms. Sejal Christian gave a brief about what GATE is and about its importance. She also told an
inspiring story of Dhirubhai Ambani and his sons with the moral of importance of hard work in
getting successful in life.

Mrs. Sejal Christian (Chief Guest)

Dr. H.J.Chauhan giving floral welcome to Dr. S.D.Dhiman

After that Dr. S.D.Dhiman gave a brief about TEQIP-III and about various activities done under
the banner of TEQIP and how TEQIP helps in organizing various seminar and guest lectures.
He also told about the facility of starting In-House GATE classes.
Dr. Indrajit Patel addressed the gathering and encouraged and motivated students to take part in
various activities/events that college organizes for them and also about the rich resources BVM
College has in heritage due to Alumni.

Dr. Indrajit Patel

Students attending seminar

Dr. H.J. Chauhan

Lastly Dr. H.J.Chauhan gave a Vote of Thanks. All rose for the NATIONAL ANTHEM.

After the awareness seminar regarding GATE, its importance in getting a good college for
pursuing masters and also for getting a secured Job in PSU(s) continued in auditorium for all
branch students of 2nd year.
Students of 3rd & 4th year of Civil Department gathered in the civil seminar hall at 11:30 am for
having the guidance of preparation techniques and method to adopt in order to have a successful
future.
Total of 53 students along with the departmental GATE coordinator Prof. Nekzad Umrigar
attended the seminar and gained knowledge about the same.
The seminar started with host welcoming the speaker Mr A.K.Singh. He has done masters in
Structural Engineering and has been achieving promising AIR since last 4 years. He also had
12+ PSU selections and is currently one of the core faculties of GATE Forum.

Dr. L.B.Zala (HOD, Civil Department) felicitated the speaker Mr A.K.Singh. Prof. Nekzad
Umrigar gave a floral welcome to Dr. L.B.Zala and Dr. A.K.Verma (HOD, Structure
Department)

Dr. L.B.Zala shared his thoughts with the students and requested students to take the benefit of
In-House GATE classes and wished them for their successful future.

Mr A.K.Singh took over the seminar. He told about the procedure for preparing for GATE
exams. He emphasized on the fact of having a clear goal of what one wants to do after
qualifying GATE exam so that they could have realistic goals in their mind and can strive same
direction. He also weighed on building basic theoretical concepts to solve the trickiest of
problem. He informed us about various other exams similar to GATE which can lend us a good
job and also about various PSU(s).

Mr. A.K. Singh guiding and giving advice on how to prepare for GATE exam

